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Introduction
If £ is a class of groups then sD and q£ denote the classes of all groups isomorphic to, respectively, subgroups and factor groups of groups in £ • If G is a group, an element of Q S { G } will be called a eeotion of G . A class I) is called eeation closed if Q S D = I) and, as is well-known, for any class I) , QSI) is section closed. For basic facts and terminology relating to varieties of groups we refer to [9] -where, however, a section is called a factor. For any variety IJ we write F(lJ)
for the class of all finite groups in H , M(lj) for the class of all finite monolithic groups in IJ and C(tJ) for the class of all critical The skeleton of a variety U is denoted by SQj) and is defined to be the intersection of the section closed classes of groups which generate £ . Thus S(IJ) consists of the groups G with the property that G t qsJ) whenever varD = JU . We shall tie interested in varieties U, such that (ii) If IJ is the (locally finite) variety generated by the dihedral group of order 8 then S(U) = q s f c W , C(2)xc(2)} .
(iii) For any prime p , S(AA ) = Qs{C(p)} and S ( A A ) = If 2 is a locally finite variety then JJ = .varC(lJ) , by 51. Ul of [9] .
Thus S(U) c qsC(U) . If also C(U) c S(U) then S(U) = Q S C ( U ) and
•S(lJ) generates ]J . Certain locally finite varieties are known to have this property. For example, Theorems 2 and 3 of Cossey [4] show that if IJ is a variety of /1-groups (a locally finite variety in which nilpotent groups are abelian) then C(lJ) E 5 Q i ) • Also, in this "case, C(|J) = M(U) , by (1.66) of [8] . Thus, if U is a variety of 4-groups,
5(U) = osC(U) = qsM(U) .
One of the objects of the present paper is to prove a similar result for product varieties of the form A V where m is a positive integer, m > 1 , and V is a locally finite variety. A^V is locally finite by 21.lU of [9] . It is a consequence of the Corollary of Brisley and Kovacs [7] that, for any prime p , S(k A (See Chapter 1, §7, of [9] for the notion of discrimination.) This is a consequence of the following remark (proof below).
(1.1). We conclude this section toy giving the proofs of (l.l) and (1.3) and the derivation of Corollary 1.5 from Theorems 1.2 and l.k. The proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.1* will be completed in §4. § §2 and 3 will be devoted to some preliminary results. However, of these, only (2.1) to (2.5) are needed for the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of (1.1). Let D and £ be as in the statement of (l.l). If If U is a G-module, CAV) denotes the set of elements of G u which act trivially on U . We write H S G if H is a subgroup of G and H 5 G if H i s a normal subgroup of G . We shall require the following consequence of (2.1).
Representation theory

(2.2). Let H be an extension of the Z(m)G-module U by G , where the action of G on U is the module action. Suppose that V is an injective submodule of U and let N 5 H be maximal subject to N 2 H
and V n N = 1 . Then
Proof. H/N is an extension of a factor module U' of U by a factor group G/M of G where M 5 CAW ) and so U' may be regarded as
By the choice of N it follows that V = U' , and so, by (2.1),
We wish to establish some facts relating to modules over the group rings FG and Z{m)G . Both F and 2(m) are examples of quasi-Frobenius rings (see §58 of [5] ), so more generally we shall consider the group ring RG where Ft is a quasi-Frobenius ring with identity. By Exercise 2(d), p. 1+02 of [5] , EG is itself a quasi-Frobenius ring. In particular RG has maximum condition and minimum condition on right ideals. We shall only wish to consider finitely generated i?G-modules.
However, we have occasion to use injective hulls (see §57 of [5] ) and it is not perhaps obvious that the injective hull of a finitely generated i?G-module U is again finitely generated. To see this, consider the soale of U , denoted by all -that is, the submodule generated by the irreducible submodules of U . Since all is completely reducible and finitely generated it is the direct sum of finitely many irreducible submodules. The injective hull of U is the injective hull of all and this is the direct sum of the injective hulls of the irreducible summands of aU . It remains only to note that the injective hull of an irreducible ifG-module is a principal indecomposable i?G-module, and is therefore a one-generator module. This follows from (58.6), (58.12) and (58.13) of [5] .
The regular flG-module will like the group ring be denoted by RG .
The Jordan-Holder Theorem, (13.7) of [5] , and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, (I 1 *.5) of [5] , apply to flG-modules and will be used without further comment. The i?G-module U is said to be a direct summand of the i?<J-module V if V is isomorphic to the direct sum of U and some other flG-module. We shall write U < V if U is isomorphic to a submodule of
If n is a non-negative integer then u denotes the direct sum of n copies of U and is called a direct multiple of U (with the convention IT 0 = 0 ) . We say that U is faithful if C Q (U) = 1 : note that we do not mean that U has zero annihilator in RG . 
6). If U is an injective RG-module and S S C then U^ is an
injective RH-module.
(2.7). If H S G and V is a principal indecomposable RH-module then, for some principal indecomposable RG-module U , V is a direct summand of £/" .
If a is a positive integer, Z(p )G is homocyclic of exponent p and so the same is true of every principal indecomposable z[p jG-module.
Clearly p
Z\p )G , regarded as a Z(p)G-module, is isomorphic to
Ob-X p U is also monolithic and must be a principal indecomposable
8). If U is a principal indecomposable z(p ^G-module then p U is a principal indecomposable Z(p)G-module.
Suppose that F has characteristic p . Let H S 0 , Z(G) and let U be an FG-module. Since H is a p'-group, Uj, is completely reducible by Maschke's Theorem, (10.8) of [5] . Thus Uj, is the direct sum of its maximal homogeneous submodules. Each such summand is G-invariant since 
The next result is a simple consequence of 1,1*.It of [7] .
(2.11). If G is a p'-group and V is a non-zero homogeneous Z(p a )G-module then V is faithful if and only if any composition factor of U is faithful.
We shall require the following special case of the subgroup theorem, It is easy to check:
13). If H < G and V is an FH-module then C G [u°) 5 C (V) .
The following is effectively proved in the first part of the proof of (63. U is a direct summand of V .
Since U ® E and V © E have a common non-zero direct summand there exist elements < f > of Ram(U © E, V ® E) and * of Hom(7 ® E, U ® E)
we can write * = I <J>-® e . , i> = I ip. © e'. ,
where the e. and e'. are elements of E , the <f>. are elements of 
Tensor products
In this section we shall develop a result, (3.5) below, which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1*. F will be a field and G and H 
U(f-g) = 0 for some f t F .
If F is algebraically closed, U is an irreducible FG-module and
V is an irreducible F/7-module, then V ff V is an irreducible F(Cxff)-module, by V,lO.3b) of [7] . Thus, by the remark after the proof of
Theorem 2.2 of [ 6 ] , (3.1). If F is algebraically aloaed, U is a principal indeaomposahle FG-module and V is a principal indecomposable FH-module, then V § V is a principal indecomposable F(G*H)-module.
It is easy to check (for an arbitrary F ):
2). Let U be an FG-module and V an FH-module. The element (g» h) of Gx-H acts like a scalar on U # V if and only if g acts like a scalar on U and h acts like a scalar on V .
We shall also need:
3). If F has characteristic p 3 then for each element g of G\0 ,Z(G) , there is a principal indecomposable FG-module on which g
does not act like a scalar. 
4). Suppose that U is a faithful FG-module of dimension greater than one on which exactly m elements of G act like scalars. Then for any positive integer d there is a positive integer k such that is a direct summand of
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a proof of the following result.
(3.5). Let F have characteristic p and suppose that IH = 0 ,Z(G) t G . Suppose that V is an FG-module such that !/" is homogeneous. Then, for some n and some principal indecomposable FG
-module W , V < V_ where G is identified with the diagonal of G 71 .
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result in the case where V is injective -otherwise replace V by (7 ff ) , using (2.lU), (2.15) and (2.12). Clearly we may also assume that V is non-zero.
First suppose that F is algebraically closed. In this case the outer tensor product of n principal indecomposable FG-modules is, by 
Therefore, for all i , d{i)k{i) 5 l(i)k(i) and so d(i) £ Z(t) . Thus
P is a direct summand of W_ and the proof of (3.5) is complete. Thus W is non-trivial and, for any group J of V , W(tf) < 0 , Z(#) .
Proof of the theorems
We shall call a finite group p-special if it is an extension (necessarily split) of an abelian p-group A by a cyclic p'-group B such that, if 
FM -(u ) Fin) and by (2.12), Therefore V < W p{n) . 
Now let C = C (W) .
